
From:
To: Community Support and Services Committee
Subject: Allow me to work & have my burth freedoms
Date: Friday, 4 March 2022 1:25:52 PM

Dear Committee,
 
I strongly object to any Extension of the Emergency Bill due to the prevalence of
Omicron's extremely low death rate compared to the delta/alpha variants.  I have has
personal impacts from these mandates & have emailed QLD Health department. I'm
running out if tine to list my personal issues now but want the right to say stop the
mandates & extension of the 'pandemic ' as it has already slowed down as you know as the
directives are lifting. People are not adhering to your requests so it's crazy to continue
talking about them. As more & more people start to see the mandates, requests to adhere
are a joke.
 
The original Emergency Bill was granted based on a death rate from the Alpha and Delta
variants.
 
The case numbers have indicated that the original modelling was substantially
overinflated.
 
The extension of powers is based on COVID deaths in Queensland and COVID numbers. 
 
The health data is now showing the exaggeration of such data.
 
Current estimates indicate that Omicron deaths are only a very small fraction of those
adjusted numbers.  Any extension is not warranted and should NOT be granted.  
 
The potential for continued discrimination via these emergency powers is unacceptable to
any democratic society.  
 
The negatives of these mandates and the pressure it is placing on Queenslanders through
lost jobs and a pressured healthcare system, far outweigh the negatives going forward.
Particularly when it seems that many Queenslanders have had COVID-19, now have
natural immunity, and according to the Government's own modelling the peak has now
passed.
 
[Your signature]
 
[Name]
[Address]
[Email]
[Phone number]
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